
 Supply Head 
General In-service Checklist   
 
Demonstration:  Conveying the Purpose for the HarmonyAIR™ 

Supply Head 

 To organize electric, gas, and data utilities in an unobtrusive manner  

 To allow for easy and quick positioning of utility services (electrical, gas and data outlets) 

around the perimeter of the surgical field or patient’s bed 

 

Demonstration:  Positioning the HarmonyAIR Supply Head 

(models equipped with arms) 

 Locate the brake release handles on the bottom of the supply head 

 Press the left hand button with the brake icon corresponding to the upper arm for large, 

independent movement of the upper supply head arm 

 Press the right hand button with the brake icon corresponding to the lower arm for finer, 

independent movement of the lower supply head arm 

 Press both the right and left hand buttons to release all brakes (friction and 

electromechanical) for simultaneous movement of both supply head arms  

 Avoid moving the supply head arms without first depressing and fully engaging the brake 

release.  

 Arms can rotate 330 degrees.  Rotation stops are set at installation with input of the staff.   

 The supply head itself can be freely rotated for viewing or access to the equipment (includes 
units with straight drop configuration). 

 

Demonstration:  Weight Capacity  

 STERIS HarmonyAIR Supply Head has a high weight load capacity of 70 lbs which includes 

dual arms, the longest reaching arms, the down tubes and supply head of any length. To 

avoid confusion and accidental overloading due to complex weight calculations STERIS 

designed its supply head with robust carrying load with simplified claims.   

 Only the accessories and monitor arms mounted from the down tube need to be subtracted 

from the overall weight load capacity    

 

Demonstration:  Monitor Arms and Optional Accessories 

 Note the weight capacity of 70 lbs for mounting monitor arms and optional accessories to the 

down tube using rail system.  Contact STERIS for a complete list of supply head accessories.  



 

Demonstration:  Panel of Outlets and Ports  

 The electrical, data and gas outlets can be located and accessed on the front and back of 

the supply head  

 Become familiar with their location and applications 

 

Demonstration:  Underneath Ambient Light (select models)  

 Locate the ambient light button on the left handle at the bottom of the supply head 

 Turn the light on or off, and increase or decrease the illumination of the ambient light by 

pressing the corresponding button 

 

Demonstration:  Follow Additional Instructions 

 Consult the Operator’s Manual and Instruction For Use inserts for additional safety 

information 

 Consult the Operator’s Manual and Instructions For Use inserts for cleaning instructions  
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